With pride and pleasure, I welcome you to Bangladesh Women Chamber of Commerce & Industry (BWCCI). Thank you for taking the time to visit our website.

The women entrepreneurs of Bangladesh are energetic, willing to learn, innovative, hard working, and are willing to take risks. Small amount of assistance is extremely effective for them to graduate from micro to more sustainable small and medium sized entrepreneurs. And this is where BWCCI comes. This chamber was formed to act as a nucleus to assist, activate, inform, organize, and assimilate Bangladesh’s women entrepreneurs.

BWCCI is a not for profit organization. But that does not mean that we are short of ambition, or commercial acumen. We intend to develop still further our products and services, our support for our members and our influence on government in creating women friendly business environment. Our greatest strength remains our ability to connect businesses to speak to government on business issues related to in favor of women with a common voice and purpose. Our Chamber has always been a champion of infocomm awareness among the women based SMEs, given its targeted programs with many strategic partners to educate women entrepreneurs involved in SMEs on the value of building their capabilities. We are committed to upholding our legacy as Bangladesh’s most influential business organization that stands for women entrepreneurs.

While in the chamber we work to attract sufficient revenues, we do not miss a step on the programs important to our members – those that generate direct leads and empowerment of women. This is our prime concern and our daily task. We look forward to initiate activities towards increasing the contribution of women from the country’s remote communities to assist them in their ongoing efforts to achieve greater economic development, and finally, we will endeavor to increase the recognition of Bangladesh internationally as a model for equality and prosperity. So let us shine!
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